What could be emotional about computers and software? What is the link between the two main words in the title of this issue: Emotion and Computing?
With the growing importance of computer based social networks the linguistic notion of emotion may have a new interpretation in this context. In fact, the role of emotion in artificial intelligence research still has a different focus. The main fields of emotion research are emotion recognition, emotion modeling and the generation of emotional user interfaces.
Since AI often likes to refer to the role model "human being", it seems to be a good idea to have a closer look at the role of emotion in humans, their way of thinking and their way of acting. Especially the social interactions of humans show the importance of emotions. An appropriate reaction on a conversational partner seems to be hardly possible without the ability of catching the emotional cues sent out by the other person in parallel to the spoken words. And, on the other hand, when trying to convince someone, it's very helpful to add emotional non-verbal signals to the message sent.
Apart from communication issues, it is generally accepted that emotions play a key role in decision making and learning processes of a human being. Since these subjects have always been key areas of artificial intelligence research, the importance of emotion in these processes cannot be ignored.
Fortunately, this issue has not been ignored at all in the last years. After 2007 this network became the basis for the foundation of the HUMAINE Association, a world-wide association for researchers in emotion-oriented computing.
The research on emotional or affective computing made very clear that this is a highly interdisciplinary field combining several fields of computer science, artificial intelligence, social science research and psychology as well as biology and neuroscience.
In an interview for the special issue "Emotion and Computing", Jonathan Gratch, president of the HUMAINE association, points out that the guiding metaphor for emotion research is the concept of "human centered computing".
The computer should be able to better understand and react on the user's needs. So it's rather not the only and central issue that emotion research intends to imitate the cognitive processes of a human being.
This special issue on Emotion and Computing provides an insight in current work on emotional aspects in speech recognition, the special aspect of modeling empathy in a virtual agent and how to make virtual agents seem realistic and adds as a third topic a neuroscientific view on emotions.
In addition to the main research results presented here, two project presentations are added, which give an overview on emotional aspects in android science and a framework for social signal interpretation. To complete the work presented in this special issue, a summary of the PhD-Thesis of Stefan Rank on models of affective behavior is given.
Finally, we are very happy to include an interview with one of the best known researchers and pioneers in the field, Rosalind Picard, director of the Affective Computing Research Group at the MIT Media Lab.
The field of emotion research is of course much wider than the few aspects that can be presented in the special issue of this journal. Nevertheless, I believe we have a very good selection of research work to give an adequate overview. 
Dirk Reichardt

Emotion and Computing-Service
In the following a number of projects, organizations, conferences and workshops is listed, which are directly linked to the field of emotion and computing and provide the platforms for scientific work.
